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Meet Nicole Lawson, an incredible artist and
multi-faceted entrepreneur based in New
Jersey, USA. Born in Germany, Nicole is a
woman of many passions, including
singing, acting, speaking, and writing. She's
the founder of N. Lawson & Associates, LLC,
a family company dedicated to providing
inspirational entertainment and
entrepreneurial opportunities for her
community since 2009.
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But Nicole's talents don't end there. She's also a
devoted mother to her four amazing children:
Michaeyla-Nicole, Kaiden, Madison and Lawson.
She is proud to share that each of them is filled
with talent and entrepreneurial spirit. As a
dedicated professional recording artist and live
performer, Nicole has graced stages across the
USA, including the Belo Mansion in Dallas, West
Point, NY, and the Wichita Jazz Festival. She is the
former background vocalist for the Gospel
Legend Fred Hammond. Her spectacular voice
and musical prowess know no bounds,
spanning genres from Jazz, Soul, and R&B, to
pop & rock and roll for weddings and corporate
events.

Nicole's success in the entertainment industry
has led her to explore other avenues, such as
acting. She's acted in numerous projects, from
major motion pictures like GOSNEL to
international commercial campaigns with
companies like Nike and 7-11. She has appeared
on renowned TV shows like Dr. Oz, where she
shared her inspiring story and touched the
hearts of viewers with her powerful voice. She
had the incredible opportunity to showcase her
talent and personality on Kevin Hart’s Road
Comics. In addition, she was featured in an
Iyanla Vanzant webisode entitled "Fear Not,"
where she shared her journey of overcoming
fear and embracing personal growth.

Nicole is a go-getter with gritty
determination to achieve whatever she
sets her sights on.

Nicole's personal experiences have shaped
her into a strong advocate for women and
mothers who are survivors of domestic
violence. As a dedicated member of
organizations like the New Jersey Time to
Care Coalition and the New Jersey Citizens
Action Team, she selflessly volunteers her
time and skills to support their mission and
empower others to rebuild their lives.
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To top it all off, Nicole recently authored a
powerful book called RECORD OF WRONG,
further cementing her status as an
inspiration to all who encounter her. She
advocates for the rights of women and
mothers who are survivors of domestic
violence and works tirelessly to help such
individuals rebuild and create new and
healthy lives for themselves and their
children. Additionally, she is passionate
about helping mothers find sensible
entrepreneurial pathways that allow them
to monetize their lives while being more
present for themselves and their families.
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Nicole's journey is a testament to the power of
resilience and pursuing one's passions. It serves
as a reminder that no matter where we come
from or what we've been through, we have the
ability to create a beautiful life for ourselves.
Through her art, advocacy, and unwavering
determination, Nicole inspires others to
embrace their own journeys and find strength in
their unique stories.
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